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Technical Department Safety Guidelines 

 
The Camberley Theatre is run and operated by Surrey Heath Borough Council (SHBC). It 
opened its doors in 1966 and has seen a huge variety of shows come through its doors, from 
professional productions to local amateur hires to business conferences.  Our technical team 
are highly skilled and will always be on hand to offer technical assistance throughout your 
use of the Auditorium, Backstage and Function areas. 
 
Theatres are a place of entertainment and fun, but they can also be areas of risk and 
danger, especially if guidelines are not followed.  
This information booklet is designed to ensure your experience of the Camberley Theatre is 
safe as well as a fun and entertaining one.  
Please take time to read it thoroughly and if you have any questions please contact the 
Senior Technician on 01276 707571. 
 
About the Auditorium 
The Camberley Theatre Auditorium is a multi-purpose area with a powered raked seating 
system allowing a tiered seating or a flat floor setup. Its capacity is 400 seated and 500 as a 
flat floor.  
 
Backstage Facilities 
The Camberley Theatre has 5 dressing rooms, which are suitable for a maximum of 62 
persons. The Green Room can be used as an overspill dressing area for a further 15 
persons.  The theatre also has a function room which may be used as a dressing room but 
these must be booked in advance through the administration department. These will be 
charged to you at the appropriate rate. Function rooms are licensed to hold between 30 and 
120 people.  
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Pre – Production Guidelines 
 
Use of Naked Flames, Cigarette Smoking, Pyrotechnic Effects & Firearms  
 
The use of real flame, cigarette smoking, pyrotechnic effects and firearms are not allowed 
during a performance unless prior consent has been given. 
The Camberley Theatre will only give consent if real flame, cigarette smoking, pyrotechnics 
or the use of firearms is integral to the performance and cannot be simulated in any way. For 
example permission is unlikely to be given for the use of lighted candles as this can be easily 
and effectively simulated. 
The Camberley Theatre Management reserve the right to disallow the use of any of the 
above, if it is considered unsafe. 
 
Construction of Set – Flammable Materials 
All settings, props and drapes used in your performance need to be non-flammable and be 
maintained to the satisfaction of the Camberley Theatre Management.  
Ideally you should construct your setting from materials that have been specifically treated 
during manufacture to render them fire resistant. It is sometimes possible to treat materials 
that have not been treated during manufacture by applying certain chemicals, please contact 
the Senior Technician who will be able to advise where this can be done. 
  
It is strongly advised to avoid certain materials, such as paper, cardboard, plastics, 
polystyrene, polythene and expandable foams.  
 
SHBC’s Health & Safety Officers and the local fire brigade officers have the right to access 
these premises at all times and may arrive without prior warning to test sets, props and 
drapes for their flame retarding properties. The use of items not meeting the required 
standard would be banned and in extreme cases could result in the cancelling of the 
performance. Should any member of the technical staff state than an item or set is 
dangerous then the piece will be removed from the theatre. Their decision is final. 
 
 
Radio Microphones  
It is the responsibility of the hirer to ensure any radio microphones brought into the theatre 
utilise legal frequencies and are correctly licensed where required. Further information can 
be obtained from the Radio-communications Agency.  
 
You should be aware that the penalty for illegal or unlicensed radio microphones could result 
in a fine of up to £5000 & 6 months imprisonment. 
 
For further information contact the Radio Communication Agency  
 
http://www.ofcom.org.uk/ 
 
Electrical Safety  
 
Recent legislation now requires any equipment that uses main electricity to be tested for 
electrical safety before it is brought onto the premises. This test is known as a Portable 
Appliance Test or PAT.  
Any reputable theatre hire company or electrical contractor should be able to PAT your 
electrical equipment and provide certification.  
 
Anything that has a plug on the end of it requires a PAT, be it a spotlight or a kettle. You 
should ensure that any equipment you hire from any source has been PAT tested. 
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Fit Up and Performance 

 
 
Health & Safety at Work Policy 
 
General 
No one must enter production areas in the theatre, operate, work on or use equipment 
without the permission of the resident technical staff.  
The production areas are: 
1. The Fly Floor 
2. The Stage 
3. The Technical Catwalks above the auditorium 
4. The control rooms and lighting, sound and film equipment. 
 
The Flys 
 
You must not fly scenery unless: 

a) You are experienced or accompanied by an experienced person 
b) You have the permission of the Senior Technician or his team 
c) You know how to tie-off a bar correctly 

The Fly Floor must be kept tidy. Ropes must be kept coiled at all times to prevent them 
becoming entangled around your legs. Before untying ropes check that you can cope with 
the weight. If in doubt You must not untie. Find a technician to assist you. 
 
Before flying anything in or out check that the stage area is clear of obstructions and that any 
lighting cables have been slackened adequately. You should also give an audible warning 
by shouting ‘Heads’ and giving a location ie. ‘heads up stage Bar 2 Flying in’ before flying. 
(This audible warning would not apply during performance, as it is the responsibility of the 
Duty Stage Manager to ensure the stage is clear before the cue to fly is given).  
All flying pieces/cloths must be constructed and rigged using methods and materials 
approved by SHBC. When working in the grid ensure that tools and equipment cannot fall to 
the stage by securing them with a lanyard. 
 
The cinema screen must only be lowered or raised with the permission of a member of the 
resident technical staff. Winch controls or stage lantern controls must not be used without 
expressed permission of a member of the resident technical team. Permission will be for 
operation at a specific time or times and not ‘carte blanche’. 
 
The Stage 
 
All scenery must be constructed and erected with approved materials and methods and must 
be approved by the resident technical staff. Masking flats should not be moved without the 
permission and supervision of the resident technical staff.  
 
Use of ladders & the tallescope 
Ladders must be securely erected and must be supported at the base by a competent 
person.  
 
The tallescope must only be used by an experienced person and with the permission of the 
Senior Technician or resident technical staff. 
 
Prompt Desk 
The prompt desk is inherently safe in normal use. However, the supply and control cables 
must not be removed nor any of the amplifier controls or fuses be interfered with.  
 



House Tabs 
Ensure that the house tab travel path is clear of obstruction before use. 
 
Storing Scenery 
Scenery must be stacked in the wings and scene dock in a safe manner. 
 
 
Lifting and Carrying 
When lifting and carrying items of scenery or rostra etc. due consideration should be given to 
the construction and type of materials used in the item. 
 
Adequate footwear and gloves where necessary should be worn. Correct procedure for 
lifting weights should be adopted at all times. If you feel an item is too heavy for one person 
always get help. 
 
Hand and Power Tools 
Standard workshop procedure should be adopted at all times including the use of eye, ear 
and respiratory protection where necessary. 
All cables supplying electric tools must be in good condition and have a correct earth 
connection. All electric tools brought onto the premises must have a current PAT test 
certificate.  
 
Technical Catwalks 
 
Care must be taken whilst walking along catwalks as lanterns have trailing cables and 
projecting parts which may partially obstruct the walkway. You must not run on the catwalks. 
Take care not to drop any tools etc from the catwalks. Do not eat, drink or smoke at any 
time. 
 
The Perch 
Extra care should be taken when working in the stage left and right perches. There is a 
danger of falling from the perches or lighting ladders when rigging or focusing. 
 
The access doors to the lighting perches are to be kept shut at all times except periods when 
access is required for rigging. 
 
Control Room, Lighting and Sound Equipment 
 
Projection 
Only persons approved by the Senior Technician shall operate the cinema projection 
equipment. 
 
The projector lamps must only be replaced by a permanent member of the technical staff 
and under no circumstances must the lamp housing be removed. 
 
When changing a lamp, a full face mask and protective gloves must be worn. The safety 
note on the side of the lamp house must be observed. 
 
Lights & Sound 
Lighting and sound operation may not be carried out without the permission of the Senior 
Technician. 
Although the lighting and sound boards are inherently safe, you must not interfere with any 
of the component parts of the systems or the interconnections. 
 

You must not eat or drink near any of the equipment and smoking is prohibited at all times.  
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Rigging Lanterns 
 
When rigging lanterns always check that the clamp is secured and that any secondary 
suspension is properly attached. Check that any accessories (barn doors, colour frames etc) 
are correctly fitted and that clips and secondary securing devices where provided are also 
attached correctly. Lighting circuits and TRS (Tough Rubber Sheath) cables are rated at 
either 2.5K or 5K. It is essential not to overload the circuit or the cable. Lanterns should be 
positioned away from drapes and scenery as far as possible. A visual inspection of lantern 
and mains lead should be made. 
 
Cabling 
When running trailing cables along the floor take precautions to ensure that they do not 
obstruct exit ways and that they do not present a tripping hazard by securing them to the 
floor. 
 
Re-lamping 
Re-lamping must only be carried out with permission of the technical staff. Before re-lamping 
unplug the lantern from its supply and read the notes on the lamp packing. It is essential that 
the correct lamp is used in the correct lantern, if in doubt ask. The quartz envelope of the 
lamp becomes extremely hot during use so ensure that the envelope has cooled sufficiently 
before touching. 
 
Special Effects Equipment 
Before loading any pyro firing device you must make sure that the control circuit cannot be 
operated by another person  
 
All live pyro devices must be handed to a member of the resident technical staff for safe 
keeping and not left on stage. 
 
. 
 

The above is a brief overview. Further and more detailed information is provided by 
risk assessments and method statements, available on request. 

 
 
 
 


